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I've been progressing through this mod starting a while back and since
I've got the updates for my 2000 and 1996 mods release I'd thought
I'd begin the hype for this one although I doubt it'd be too long before
the release, coming very soon....
What's Happening Now:
The WWF successfully killed their competition and brought out
WCW and ECW in early 2001, with no competition the wrestling
scene has diminished in American, however a rebirth could be
taking place on the independent scene soon with ROH and
Chikara looking to open their doors in the next few months.
WWF:
The Invasion angle failed miserably, it's hard to argue any new
stars were made except Rob Van Dam and a whole load of top
stars saw their popularity slowly decrease as the angle went on

including Steve Austin, DDP and Booker T.
Top stars Triple H and Chris Benoit are both currently injured.
Chris Jericho became the first ever undisputed champion at
Vengeance, defeating Steve Austin and The Rock in the same
night, however many fans and some behind the scenes are
already calling his title reign forgettable.
Ric Flair was brought in as the consortium which brought out
WCW from Shane & Stephanie and is now engaged in an on
screen feud with Mr McMahon.
Many WCW wrestlers have been removed from television
following the end of the alliance as they were 'kayfabe' fired.
DDP is one of the few to still be on television although his new
motivational gimmick is again being criticized by many.
With the same stars on top as this time last year the WWF need
a shake up in the near future whether it be some of the
excellent developmental talent rumored to be getting a call up
like Brock Lesnar or free agents rumored to be singing with the
company like the nWo and Curt Hennig.
The Undertaker turned heel following the end of the war
between the WWF and Alliance by attacking Jim Ross, again
another questionable move by the WWF as it seemingly came
out of nowhere.
Rumors of a potential 'brand split' could be taking place
following Wrestlemania.
Dustin Rhodes' return as Goldust has been promoted for several
weeks with vignettes.
Shawn Michaels is once again thinking about stepping into the
squared circle although he is currently finishing up the rehabbing
of his back.
With The Rock attracting more and more attention from
Hollywood many wonder if he'll be hanging around the wrestling
business much longer.
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